
Payments solution for
Zilliqa DAO



Virtual currency service provider 

Money service business provider

Metamouse is: 


a crypto-to-spend service for  
paying corporate and private bills

a product of altercap.com

Licenses:

https://mtr.mkm.ee/juriidiline_isik/275523/valjavoteEdit?tulemus=Tegevusluba
https://www10.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/msb-esm/public/detailed-information/msb-details/7b226d73624f72674e756d626572223a3136363936332c227072696d617279536561726368223a7b226f72674e616d65223a22616c746572636170222c2273656172636854797065223a317d7d/


Problems and solution for DAO



DAO struggles to pay business 
expenses

DAO couldn't verify accounts on 
centralised exchanges

DAO pays corporate 
expenses with metamouse 
app, using crypto

Old way New way

DAO pays the bills, using 
personal accounts of employees



What problems does Metamouse solve?



Metamouse allows you to make bank payments using 
crypto, without the hustle of moving it to a centralized 
exchange, converting to fiat and withdrawing to your 
bank account.



Only using  Metamouse you:
don’t need a 
bank account

can pay bills quickly 
(within 24 h)

can use 
cryptocurrency 
directly from your 
wallet - it's safe!



We serve many countries



Live

Beta Testing

Cooming soon

On request

Not available



What сryptocurrencies are 

supported in Metamouse?



More cryptocurrencies, tokens  
and networks are coming.

Bitcoin

USD CoinEthereum

Tether

Tron

Litecoin

DAI



What bills can                   

pay:

Professional 
Services

Events & 
Conferences

Office Expenses

Infrastructure

Insurance

Marketing and 
Advertising

Accessories / 
Devices

Team Flights / 

Travel Expenses



What bills can retail customers pay?



Apartment Rentals

Car Rentals

Utilities

Phone & Internet InsuranceAirline Tickets

Hotels & Villas

More soon...



How are payments made?

Metamouse confirms the 
transaction and finds a 
peer to execute the 
payment

03
Metamouse confirms the 
payment and notifies the 
user

05

The peer pays the 
invoice

04
User makes the payment 
in cryptocurrency

02

User fills in the payment 
form and select the 
cryptocurrency to pay 
with

01



Metamouse P2P network

Payments are executed by «Verified Payers»

«Verified Payer» is corporate entity or private individual,  
who has provided full KYC

Each Payer is approved by metamouse compliance

Each Payer earns part of commission



Guarantees

Each «Verified Payer» holds collateral with  
Metamouse to participate in the network

Each Payer can pay invoices up to his collateral level

If the invoice is failed to be paid in 24h:

Payer's rating is downgraded
Invoice is passed to another Payer



KYC and AML

checks source of crypto


checks public information 
on the recipient of fiat funds


isn't collecting KYC  
of users and DAOs



Roadmap



Expanding the 
geography More Currencies


and blockchains

Public

Peer-to-peer


Network

Scheduled AND 
recurring 
Payments



We will pay your bills with cryptocurrency

Integration of your cryptocurrensies is possible

Cross-marketing events, AMA-sessions, etc.

We have a referral program

Our cooperation options:



Our contacts:

Book a call

Alexander Savy
Mouse Lead 

@Alexander_S8

Mouz33#4947

LinkedIn

as@altercap.com

Pavel Yeliseev
Mouse DEV 

@Pavelyeliseev

Mus#8646

LinkedIn

pavel@metamouse.cc

Romans Aleksandrovskis
Mouse Digital

@BornTL

ZooMie#8193

LinkedIn

roman@metamouse.cc

https://calendly.com/roman-aleksandrovsky
http://t.me/Alexander_S8
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexandersavy/
mailto:as@altercap.com
http://t.me/Pavelyeliseev
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jelisejev/
mailto:pavel@metamouse.cc
http://t.me/BornTL
https://www.linkedin.com/in/romans-aleksandrovskis-466185183/
mailto:roman@metamouse.cc


Any questions? :)


